
User Guide

ISMOD II Plus is a heat not burn device which comes with a built-in large 
capacity lithium battery, two smoking rods and a large charging base 
that makes it portable, convenient and durable.

Model
Power Requirement

Charger Time

Charger Method
Working Temperature

Product Size
Product Weight

ISMOD II Plus

Battery Capacity(2600mAh,3.7v) 

Maximum Discharger Current: 1.25A

Power bank charger time: 3h

Tobacco Rod charger time: 6minutes

USB Charger Port: Micro USB   Charger Setting: 5V/1.25A

5-40℃

101mm*55mm*21mm

115g
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Remove smoking 
rod from power bank

Put the cigarette 
into the smoking rod

Press the button and 
hold for 1.5 seconds, 
smoking rod starts to 
preheat.

Wait for 15 seconds until 
the device vibrates to 
indicate the pre-heating 
process has completed

                                                  After the blue light turns solid 
                                                  you can start smoking. 

                                                  When the smoking   reaches 
                                                  12 pu�s, a prompt vibration is 
                                                  generated and the blue light 
                                             �ashes. When smoking reaches 
                                      14 pu�s or when the heating time 

                                  �nishes, the device stops working and 
                                  a prompt vibration is generated.

The charging base
could not turn on

The indicator blinks
abnormally

The charging base
can’t get charged

The holder can’t
get charged normally

Check if it hasn’t been
used for a long time

Check if there is 
something wrong 

with the button

Check if there is
something wrong 
with the indicator

Can’t charge
the charging base

Check if the holder
is getting charged

Check if the charging
port is broken

Check if the red light
blinks when the

button is pressed and 
go out when released

Prevent the device from
getting overheated

Check if there is
something wrong with

the heating pin

The battery is low, charge
the charging base at once

Send it to the local
service center

Never charge the charging base
and the holder simultaneously

The battery is low,
charge the device at once

Wait for 3-5mins until the 
temperature of the device is

normal

Send it to the local
service center

Send it to the local
service center

Check if there is 
enough power with
the charging base

Charge the charging base
until there is enough

power within it

Pull the end of the color 
loop of the cleaning sticks 
up along the �lm.

After pulling out the cleaning sticks, 
use it to clean the smoking rod as shown
previously

2. How to use cleaning sticks:

Warnings: 
When smoking is complete, pay attention to the warning sign on the 
internal insulation of the tobacco rod while removing the cigarette. When 
installing the protective cover again, pay attention to the installation 
position to prevent the protection cover to avoid the damage to the rod.

Remove the cigarette 
along with the 
protective top cover 
after �nish

Remove the cigarette

Please read and understand this manual 
carefully before using this product.

1. When shipping this device, make sure that it is always powered down

2. This device is not suitable for: people under the age of 18 years; 
     This tobacco product damages your health and is addictive.

3. Keep this device and its components out of reach of 
    children and pets.

4. Keep this device in room temperature. Do not expose the 
     device to excessive heat or humidity.

5. Do not immerse any part or component of the device in water.

6. Do not use this device where �ammable substances, liquids, 
    gases, or oxygen are present.

7. Do not use this device during charging.

8. Do not use a charging device that does not meet the 
    requirements for charging.

9. Before cleaning, opening, or making direct contact with the 
    internal heating components, you must ensure that the 
    device main body has cooled down.

10. Please use and keep the device at an ambient temperature 
     of 5 ~ 40 ℃.  A lower or higher temperature environment may 
     temporarily reduce battery life or cause damage to the device.

11. If you notice any abnormal situation such as odor or smoke, 
    please stop charging and using immediately, and contact 
    your service provider.

12. If the battery leaks from the product, please avoid contact 
     with the skin and eyes. If you accidentally touch it, wash a�ected areas 
     with clean water immediately and consult a doctor 
     immediately.

13. The precautions contained in the user guide cannot cover all 
     possible situations.

1. SAFETY WARNING & INSTRUCTIONS 2. OVERVIEW

3. WHAT’S IN THE BOX

4. SPECIFICATIONS

5. OPERATIONAL INSTRUCTIONS

1. PREPARE 2. INSERT TOBACCO STICK 3. TURN ON

4. HEAT 5. SMOKE & ENJOY

4. REMOVE TOBACCO STICK

1. If you need to stop smoking during the smoking operation, press and 
   hold the control  switch for 1.5 seconds, the tobacco rod will stop working 
   and enter the shutdown state, and the indicator light will go out and a 
   vibration prompt will be generated
2. Under the normal working conditions of smoking, after the smoking is 
    completed, the tobacco rod generates a vibration prompt, and the 
    tobacco rod indicator lights �ashes and then enters the shutdown state.
3. After the smoking is completed, put the tobacco rod back to the 
   charging host for charging work, so that it can be used again next time.

5. CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS

1. When cleaning the tobacco rod, pull out the protective top cover of the tobacco rod, 
     insert the cleaning tool according to the following picture, turn it several times, then 
     remove the residue on the cleaning tool. Use  also the attached cleaning sticks.  

6. CHARGING INSTRUCTIONS

Charging Bank operation instructions
1. It is recommended to charge the charging Bank for 
   the �rst time to ensure the normal use of the product. 
2. When you are ready to charge the main unit, align
    the charging cable with the USB charging port and
    the other end for the power connection.amage to the rod.

3. When charging, the charging indicator of the host will �ash in sequence 
   until the indicator is solid, indicating that charging is complete.

Tobacco rod Charging instructions

1. Before preparing for charging, 
    you need to ensure that the 
    charging bank is turned on and 
    that there is enough power 
    available.   
2. After each cigarette is over, you 
    need to charge it to use it again.
3. When charging, you need to align 
    the charging interface of the tobacco rod with the power bank. The 
    magnetic function of the product will automatically turn on and charge.
4. The corresponding cigarette charging indicator will �ash when charging, 
    red �ash indicates that charging is in progress, blue �ash indicates 
    charging is complete
5. After the tobacco rod is fully charged, the indicator will automatically turn o�.

6. TROUBLESHOOTING

7. GENERAL INFORMATION

Manufacturer: Dongguan Mysmok Electronic Technology Co.,Ltd
Distributor:       ISMOD UK LTD

For all warranty information or to register your device, please visit 
https://www.ismodeurope.com - https://www.ismod.co.uk

8. DISCLAIMERS

1. The ISMOD II PLUS is battery powered. It needs to get recharged when the battery 
   is low. Do not put the ISMOD II PLUS near the high-temperature environment or 
   heater to avoid battery damage.

2. Read all the instructions carefully before you use the ISMOD II PLUS. Keep the 
    User Guide for future reference.. When using the ISMOD II PLUS, follow the 
    manufacturer’s instructions to avoid the possibility of injuries. The warnings and 
    safety instructions in this User Guide cannot include all the possibilities and 
    situations that may occur. Be cautious when you use or maintain any personal 
    electronic product.

3. Only use compatible tobacco heat sticks.

4. ISMOD II PLUS contains lithium batteries, for their disposal,  please follow the 
    requirement of your local authority.

☆ LITHIUM BATTERY
1. If the product is kept at a high temperature for a long time, the degradation of the 
    lithium battery will happen. 

2. The battery will discharge when it is stored for a long time without operation. 
    Please recharge the device before using it.

3. When you do not use the device for a long time, avoid storing the device in 
    fully-charged status or under high temperature / humidity condition in order to 
    avoid accelerated deterioration of the battery.

4. Please do not put the battery into a �re to prevent the danger of explosion .
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